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This note considers HOWARD'S discrete-time Markovian decision model with 
the average return as criterion. Using results of BLACKWELL AND MACQUEEN 
for the discounted return model it is shown in all generality that the Odoni 
bounds contain both the maximal average return and the average return of 
the current policy. 
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WE CONSIDER HowAno's 141 discrete-time l\farkovian decision model, where 
I 1, · · · , N l is the set of states, A ( i) is the srt of actions available in state i, 
r (i, a) is the immediate return from taking action a \\·hile in state i, and p;, (a) is 
the conditional probability that the system is in statej at t ime t+l, given that the 
system was in state i at t ime t and that action a was taken at that time. 
The method of successive approximations for solving problems on this model 
has bren stud ied by several authors.13·6·111 For the discounted model, l\11A cQuEEN l6l 
proved t hat this algorithm supplies bounds on both the maximal expected dis-
counted return and the expected discounted return of the current policy. For the 
undiscountrd model ,,·ith single-chain aperiodic l\Iarkov decision processes, ODoNil81 
sho11·ed that this algorithm yields bounds on the maximal average return . H AST-
INGs131 providrd a general proof that the Odoni bounds contain the average return 
of the current policy. In this notr we shall provide a connection between the dis-
counted model and the undiscounted one by showing that, from BLACKWELL'sl'l 
and MacQm'<'n'sl61 results, it can be proved in all genrrality that the Odoni bounds 
contain both the maximal average return and t he average return of the current 
policy. 
PRELIMINARIES 
A STATIONARY POLICY, to br denoted by f, is a policy that prescribes in each state i 
a single action f (i) fA (i) whr never the system is in state i . Let F be the class of 
stationary poli <: irs. It is known1' ·21 that, for both the total discounted a nd the 
average return criteria, we may restrid ourselves to the class F. Let Va (i, f) be 
the total ex pected dis<:ounted rrturn ~tarting in state i and using policy f over an 
infinite horizon, where a ,ri th O < a < 1 is the discount factor. Let g (i, f) be the 
long-run average expected return per unit time when i is the ini t ial state and policy 
f is used. LC't Va (i) = max, Va (i, J), a nd let g (i) = max1g (i,f) for 1 ~ i~ N. 
Blackwell 1'1 proved that there is a policy f' such that Va (i, f') =Va (i) for all a 
close enough to 1 a nd all i, a nd g(i,/*)=g(-i) fo r a ll i (see also pp. 24- 25 
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in DERMAN 121 ). From this and part (a) of Theorem 4 in Blackwell, 111 we have, 
for all i, 
lima-1(1-a)Va(i,f)=g(i,f), (/EF), and lima-1(1-a)Va(i)=g(i). (1) 
Let l'o(i), l ~i~N, bean arbitrary function. Foranya>0andn=0, 1, ... , 
let , 
(1 ~i~ N) (2) 
where Vo(i, a)= Vo (i). For a ny a>0 and E~ 0, we define, for n = 0, l, • • •, 
F n (a, E) = lf EF lr[i, f (i)]+a I:::7 p;i[f (i)]V n (j, a)~ V n+i (i, a)- E for all ij. 
Let Fn(a)= Fn(a, 0) . For a ny 0 <a< l a nd E~0, we defi ne, for n~0 and 
l~i~N, 
un' (i, a, E) = Vn(i, a)+ (1-ar'min1:::; J;a; N[Vn+1(j, a)- Vn(j, a)l- (1-a)- \ 
u/" (i, a)= V n (i, a)+ (l-a)- 1max1;,;;;a;N l V n+l (j, a)- V n (j, a) l . 
RESULTS 
LEMMA 1. For any n~ 0 and l ~i~N, the function V n (i, a) is continuous in a>0. 
Proof. The lemma follows immediately from (2) by induction on n. 
LEMMA 2. Let a* be a fixed positive number. For any n~0 and E>0, there is a 
positive number an ( E) with F n (a*) <;;;.F n (a, E) for la-a *I~ an (E ). 
Proof. Fix n ~ 0 and E > 0. Assume to the contrary that there is an infinite 
sequence /ak) such that ak---->a* as k---->oo and, for each k, Fn(a*)\ Fn(ak, E) is not 
empty. Since both F and the set of states are finite, we can now choose a policy/, 
a states, and a subsequence la/ l of l ak l such that 
r[s, / (s )]+a/ L; p,,[/ (s )]V n (j, a/) < V n+i (s, a/)- E for all k, 
r[s, / (s)]+a*L;P,;[/ (s)]Vn(j, a*)= Vn+i(s, a*). 
Letting k----> oo and using Lemma 1, we obtain a contradiction. 
It is easy to give an example showing that F n (a*) <;;;.F n (a) for all a near a* need 
not hold; however, F n (a* )';;;;J_F n (a) for all a near a* does hold. 
The next lemma is an immediate extension of results in Mac Queen. 161 
LEMMA 3. For any 0<a< l, any e~0 and n=0, 1, · · ·, 
u/ (i, a, E) ~Va (i,f) ~ Va (i) ~un" (i, a) for all jEFn (a, E) and l ~i~N, (3) 
where un' ( i, a, e) is nondecreasing in n and un" ( i, a ) is non increasing in n. 
We are now in a position to prove the desired result. 
THEOREM 1. For any n=0, 1, · · ·, 
u/~g(i,f)~g(i)~un" forall fEFn(l) and l~i~N, 
where un'=min;IVn+1(j, 1)-Vn(j, l)l and un"=max;/Vn+i(j, 1)-Vn(j, l)j. 
Also, un' is nondecreasing inn and un" is nonincreasing inn. 
Proof. Fix n~0 and e>0. Choose (3 such that Fn(l)<;;;.Fn(a, e) for {3~a<l 
(see Lemma 2). LetfeFn(l), and let a~/3. Premultiplying each term in (3) by 
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1-a, letting a--->l, and using Lemma 1 and (1 ), we find un' - t;£g (i, f) ;£g (i) ;£u/ 
for all i. This proves the theorem, since t>O was arbitrary. 
Theorem 1 may be proved also directly by adapting the proof in Hastings. 131 
Remark. Consider the case where, for every average return optimal policy f, 
the Markov matrix (p,,[f (i)]l is aperiodic and single-chained. Then, g (i) is con-
stant (say g) and Vn(i, 1)-ng has a finite limit for all i as n--->co. 15 "91 From this 
it is readily verified that un' and un" both converge to g as n---> co and that there is 
an integer no such that, for all n~no, every policy JtFn(l) is average return op-
timal (cf. Odoni 181 ). 
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